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Cohomological study on variants of the Mumford system,
and integrability of the Noumi-Yamada system
Rei Inoue † and Takao Yamazaki ‡
Abstract: The purpose of this paper is twofold. The first is to apply the method introduced in
the works of Nakayashiki and Smirnov [11, 12] on the Mumford system to its variants. The other is
to establish a relation between the Mumford system and the isospectral limit Q
(I)
g and Q
(II)
g of the
Noumi-Yamada system [15]. As a consequence, we prove the algebraically completely integrability of
the systems Q
(I)
g and Q
(II)
g , and get explicit descriptions of their solutions.
1 Introduction
Let g be a natural number. The Mumford system [10] is an integrable system with the Lax
matrix
l(x) =
(
v(x) w(x)
u(x) −v(x)
)
∈M2(C[x]), (1.1)
where u(x) and w(x) are monic of degree g and g + 1, and v(x) is of degree ≤ g − 1. The
coefficients of u(x), v(x), w(x) constitute the phase space Mg ≃ C
3g+1 equipped with the g
dimensional vector field generated by the commuting operators D1, . . . ,Dg (see Theorem 3.2).
The coefficients of − det l(x) = u(x)w(x)+v(x)2 are invariants of Di. For a monic polynomial
f(x) of degree 2g + 1, the level set is given by
Mg,f = {l(x) ∈Mg | u(x)w(x) + v(x)
2 = f(x)} ⊂Mg. (1.2)
It is a classical fact [10] that, when f(x) has no multiple zero, the level set Mg,f is isomorphic
to J(X)\Θ, where J(X) and Θ are the Jacobi variety and the theta divisor of the hyperelliptic
curve X defined by y2 = f(x).
We write Af for the affine ring of Mg,f . Nakayashiki and Smirnov [11] pointed out the
importance of the space Af/
∑
iDiAf of the classical observables modulo the action of Di’s.
They defined a complex C∗f such that H
g(C∗f ) is isomorphic to this space, and obtained the
following results on the cohomology groups Hk(C∗f ).
(1) When f(x) = x2g+1, the q-Euler characteristic of H∗(C∗f ) is determined ([11] eq. (17),
see also Theorem 3.3).
(2) When f(x) has no multiple zero, Hk(C∗f ) is isomorphic to the singular cohomology group
Hk(J(X)\Θ,C). The dimension of this cohomology is determined later by Nakayashiki
([13], see also Theorem 2.1).
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The q → 1 limit in (1) coincides with the (usual) Euler characteristic in (2). This supports
their conjecture that dimHk(C∗f ) is independent of f(x).
The even Mumford system and the hyperelliptic Prym system are introduced in [17, 8]
in connection with the periodic Toda lattice and the periodic Lotka-Volterra lattice. They
both have similar properties to the Mumford system. In particular, the level set is generically
isomorphic to the Jacobi variety minus some translations of the theta divisor. For these
systems, we define a complex analogous to C∗f , and establish the counterparts to (1), (2) above.
Actually, part (1) turns out to be a routine, but for part (2) we need a detailed analysis of
the theta divisors. Our main results are Theorems 2.2 and 3.5 for the even Mumford system,
and Theorems 2.3 and 3.8 for the hyperelliptic Prym system. These results show that the
q → 1 limit in (1) coincides with the Euler characteristic in (2) in this situation as well.
Our second aim is to study the integrability of the Noumi-Yamada system of A
(1)
N−1 type
by making use of a relation with the Mumford system. Recall that the Noumi-Yamada
system was introduced as a higher order Painleve´ equation [15], and given by the following
autonomous equations:
∂qk
∂t
= qk
g∑
i=1
(
qk+2i−1 − qk+2i
)
+ ek − ek+1 + α δk,2g+1 for N = 2g + 1, (1.3)
∂qk
∂t
= qk
∑
1≤i≤j≤g
(
qk+2i−1qk+2j − qk+2iqk+2j+1
)
+
(g+1∑
i=1
(ek+2i−1 − ek+2i)−
α
2
)
qk + (ek − ek+1)
g+1∑
i=1
qk+2i−1
for N = 2g + 2, (1.4)
for k = 1, . . . , N . Here ek and α are parameters, and we set the periodicity qk+N = qk and
ek+N = ek. The original form of this system was obtained in [19, 1]. The case of g = 1
corresponds to the fourth and the fifth Painleve´ equations.
We consider the isospectral limit α = 0 of (1.3) and (1.4), and denote them by Q
(I)
g and
Q
(II)
g respectively. We prove their algebraically completely integrability by relating them to
the Mumford system in Theorem 4.6. Especially, we show that the level sets of Q
(I)
g and
Q
(II)
g are generically isomorphic to that of the Mumford system (1.2) and the disjoint union
of two copies of (1.2) respectively. We further obtain an explicit description of the solutions
of Q
(I)
g and Q
(II)
g in terms of the theta functions. While the original Painleve´ property of the
Noumi-Yamada systems is lost at α = 0, we hope that one may obtain some information of
the solutions for the Noumi-Yamada systems ( of α 6= 0) by studying the perturbation theory
on the Mumford system around α = 0.
Before closing Introduction, we state the definition of the complete integrability of a finite
dimensional dynamical system to clarify our position. We follow [2] and [18] Chapter V:
Definition 1.1 Let M = {u = (u1, . . . , um)} ≃ C
m be the phase space equipped with the mH
dimensional commuting Hamiltonian vector field on M. Let F1, . . . , FmI ∈ C[u1, . . . , um] be
the integrals of motion of the vector field. For f = (f1, · · · , fmI ) ∈ C
mI , the level set of M is
defined as {u ∈M | Fi(u) = fi, i = 1, . . . ,mI}.
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(i) M is completely integrable if the dimension of the level set is mH for generic f .
(ii) M is algebraically completely integrable if M is completely integrable and satisfies the
following conditions: the level set over generic f is isomorphic to an affine part of an abelian
variety of dimension mH . On this abelian variety, the flows of the above vector fields are
linearized.
This paper is organized as follows: §2 is devoted to the computation of the cohomology of
affine Jacobi varieties. This part is technically independent of the rest of the paper. In §3 we
first recall the results of Nakayashiki-Smirnov on the Mumford system, then we explain how
their results are generalized to the even Mumford system and the hyperelliptic Prym system.
In §4 we study the integrability and solution of Q
(I)
g and Q
(II)
g .
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2 Cohomology of affine Jacobi varieties
2.1 Summary of results
Let X be a hyperelliptic curve of genus g. Let J and Θ be the Jacobi variety and the theta
divisor associated with X. The following theorem is due to Nakayashiki.
Theorem 2.1 [13]
dimHk(J \Θ,C) =
(
2g
k
)
−
(
2g
k − 2
)
for k = 0, 1, . . . , g.
In particular, the Euler characteristic χ(J \Θ) is given by (−1)g(
(
2g
g
)
−
(
2g
g − 1
)
).
Let∞+ and∞− be two (distinct) points on X which are conjugate under the hyperelliptic
involution. Let O be a Weierstrass point on X. The main results in this section are the
following:
Theorem 2.2 Let Θ′ = Θ ∪ (Θ + [∞− −∞+]). Then we have
dimHk(J \Θ′,C) =
(
2g + 1
k
)
−
(
2g + 1
k − 2
)
for k = 0, 1, . . . , g.
In particular, the Euler characteristic χ(J \Θ′) is given by (−1)g(
(
2g + 1
g
)
−
(
2g + 1
g − 1
)
).
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Theorem 2.3 Let Θ′′ = Θ ∪ (Θ + [∞+ −O]) ∪ (Θ + [∞− −O]). Then we have
dimHk(J \Θ′′,C) =
(
2g + 2
k
)
, for k = 0, 1, . . . , g.
In particular, the Euler characteristic χ(J \Θ′′) is given by (−1)g
(
2g + 1
g
)
.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of them. The reader who is mainly interested
in an integrable system is advised to skip it in the first reading.
2.2 Notations and reformulation
We shall prove the theorems stated above in a slightly general form. After introducing some
notations, we formulate the general result in this subsection.
For a variety S, we let Hk(S) = Hk(S,C) and hk(S) = dimHk(S). We also use the
compact support cohomology Hkc (S) = H
k
c (S,C), and write h
k
c (S) for its dimension. For each
0 ≤ r ≤ g, we let X(r) = Xr/Sr be the r-th symmetric product of X, which is identified
with the space of effective divisors of degree r. We regard X(r) as a subvariety of X(g) via
the map
∑r
i=1 Pi 7→
∑r
i=1 Pi + (g − r)O. We let ϕ : X(g) → J be the Abel-Jacobi map with
respect to O.
For each 0 ≤ r ≤ g − 1, we define
Wr =W
0
r = im[X(r) →֒ X(g)
ϕ
→ J ],
W+r =Wr + [∞+ −O], W
−
r =Wr + [∞− −O],
W 0+r =Wr ∪W
+
r , W
0−
r =Wr ∪W
−
r ,
W±r =W
+
r ∪W
−
r , W
0±
r =Wr ∪W
+
r ∪W
−
r .
We also let Wg = J. The following relations are deduced from [8] Lemma 2.4. (Note that
∞+ +∞− is linearly equivalent to 2O.)
Wr ∩W
+
r =W
0+
r−1, Wr ∩W
−
r =W
0−
r−1, W
+
r ∩W
−
r =Wr−1. (2.1)
Since Θ is the translate of Wg−1 by Riemann’s constant, Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are
obtained as the special case r = g of the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4 For k = 0, 1, . . . , r, we have
hk(Wr \Wr−1) =
(
2g
k
)
−
(
2g
k − 2
)
, (2.2)
hk(Wr \W
±
r−1) =
(
2g + 1
k
)
−
(
2g + 1
k − 2
)
, (2.3)
hk(Wr \W
0±
r−1) =
(
2g + 2
k
)
. (2.4)
(For other values of k, they are zero.)
The proof of this theorem occupies the rest of this section.
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2.3 Review of known results
We recall some results in a literature. The following propositions are due to Mumford and
Nakayashiki respectively.
Proposition 2.5 ([10] Proposition 1.2) The subvariety Wr \Wr−1 of Wr is affine.
Proposition 2.6 ([13] Corollary 2) The Euler characteristic of Wr is given by
χ(Wr) = (−1)
r
((2g − 2
r
)
−
(
2g − 2
r − 2
))
.
The following Proposition is a consequence of Macdonald’s explicit description [9] (3.2), (6.3),
(14.1) and (14.3) of the basis of the cohomology groups Hk(J),Hk(X(r)) and their image
under the natural maps.
Proposition 2.7 The dimension of the image of the composition of the natural maps
Hk(J)→ Hk(X(g))→ Hk(X(r)) is
(
2g
k
)
if k ≤ r and is
(
2g
2r − k
)
if r ≤ k ≤ 2r.
Lastly, we recall a result of Bressler and Brylinski in the following form:
Proposition 2.8 ([5] Proposition 3.2.1.) For any r and k, we have a canonical isomorphism
Hk(Wr,Q) ≃ IH
k(Wr,Q).
Here the right hand side is the intersection cohomology with the middle perversity. In par-
ticular, Hk(Wr) has a Hodge structure of (pure) weight k, and satisfies the Poincare´ duality
(see, for example, [7] §5.4).
In [5], this proposition is proved for r = g − 1 (and was used by Nakayashiki in [13]
Theorem 4). The proof for general r is identical, but we include a brief account here for the
reader’s convenience. We recall that the singular locus of Wr coincides with Wr−2 if r < g
([3] Chapter IV Corollary 4.5, Theorem 5.1). We fix 0 ≤ r < g and consider Wr. We have
a stratification Wr = X0 ∪X2 ∪ · · · where Xl = Wr−l \Wr−l−2. Note that the codimension
of Xl in Wr is l. Proposition 2.8 is a direct consequence of the following theorem applied to
l = 0:
Theorem 2.9 Let jXl : Xl →֒Wr be the immersion. Then we have an isomorphism
(jXl)!∗QXl ≃ QWr−l for l = 0, 2, 4, . . . .
We briefly recall the proof of Bressler and Brylinski (loc. cit.) The key idea is to use the
method of Borho and MacPerson [4]. We write π : X(r) → Wr for the map
∑r
i=1 Pi 7→
[
∑r
i=1 Pi − rO]. Then, π restricted to Xl is a fiber bundle with fiber P
l/2. This implies three
consequences: (i) π is semi-small in the sense of [4] §1.1. (ii) all the relevant pairs for π are
the constant sheaves QXl on Xl (with multiplicity one) for each l = 0, 2, 4, · · · . (See [4] §1.2
5
for the definition of relevant pairs.) (iii) the stalk of Hk(Rπ∗QX(r)) at x ∈ Xl is of rank one if
k is even and k ≤ l, or is trivial otherwise. By the decomposition theorem due to Beilinson,
Bernstein and Deligne (see [4] §1.7), (i) and (ii) imply
Rπ∗QX(r) ≃
⊕
l=0,2,4,···
(jXl)!∗QXl [−l].
In view of (iii), each direct summand (jXl)!∗QXl must be isomorphic to QWr−l without any
higher cohomology sheaf.
2.4 Lemmas on Wr
We introduce two auxiliary lemmas concerning the cohomology of Wr. Let a
k
r : H
k(Wr) →
Hk(Wr−1) and b
k
r : H
k(J) → Hk(Wr) be the maps induced by the inclusions Wr−1 → Wr
and Wr → J.
Lemma 2.10 If 0 ≤ k ≤ r, the map bkr : H
k(J)→ Hk(Wr) is an isomorphism. If r ≤ k ≤ 2r,
there exists a canonical isomorphism bˇkr : H
k+2(g−r)(J)(g − r)
∼
−→ Hk(Wr). (Here (g − r)
indicates the Tate twist of the Hodge structure [6].) In particular, the dimension of Hk(Wr)
is
(
2g
k
)
or
(
2g
2r − k
)
according to 0 ≤ k ≤ r or r ≤ k ≤ 2r.
Proof. When r = g, the assertion is trivial. We show the assertion by the decreasing induction
on r. We assume the assertion for r. Thanks to Proposition 2.5, we have Hkc (Wr \Wr−1) = 0
if k < r. By the long exact sequence
· · · → Hkc (Wr \Wr−1)→ H
k(Wr)
akr→ Hk(Wr−1)→ H
k+1
c (Wr \Wr−1)→ · · · ,
we see that akr is an isomorphism if k ≤ r − 2 and an injection if k = r − 1. By the Poincare´
duality assured by Proposition 2.8, we obtain a map aˇkr : H
k(Wr−1) → H
k+2(Wr)(1) which
is an isomorphism if k ≥ r and a surjection if k = r − 1. It remains to show the bijectivity
of ar−1r and aˇ
r−1
r . To show this, we compare the dimensions. By the inductive hypothesis we
have hr−1(Wr) = h
r+1(Wr) =
(
2g
r − 1
)
. Since we have proved the lemma for bkr−1 and bˇ
k
r−1
with k 6= r − 1, we can compute hr−1(Wr−1) as
hr−1(Wr−1) = (−1)
r−1
(
χ(Wr−1)−
∑
k 6=r−1
(−1)khk(Wr−1)
)
=
(
2g
r − 1
)
.
Here we used Proposition 2.6. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.11 The map akr : H
k(Wr) → H
k(Wr−1) is surjective for any k and r. (When
k ≤ r − 1, this is an isomorphism as proved in the above lemma.)
Proof. We fix k. We consider the following commutative diagram:
Hk(J)
bkr→ Hk(Wr)
akr→ Hk(Wr−1)
c ↓ ↓
Hk(X(g))
dr→ Hk(X(r)).
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It is enough to show the surjectivity of akr ◦ b
k
r = b
k
r−1 for all r. Thus we shall show the
surjectivity of bkr instead. The diagram shows the inequality
dim Im(dr ◦ c) ≤ dim Imb
k
r ≤ h
k(Wr).
By Proposition 2.7 and Lemma 2.10, we see the dimension of Im(dr ◦c) coincides with h
k(Wr).
Therefore the equality holds in the inequality above, and the proof is done. 
Remark 2.12 Assume k ≥ r. Via the isomorphisms bˇkr in Lemma 2.10, the map a
k
r in Lemma
2.11 can be rewritten as (a Tate twist of)
Hk+2(g−r)(J)→ Hk+2(g−r)+2(J)(1).
This map seems to coincide with the cup product with a hyperplane section, up to a multiplica-
tion by a non-zero constant. (This would imply Lemma 2.11 by the Hard Lefschetz Theorem.)
When r = g, this was shown by Nakayashiki [13].
2.5 Proof of (2.2)
We introduce the following notations:
Hkr = H
k(Wr), K
k
r = ker[H
k
r
akr
։ Hkr−1].
(If k ≤ r − 1 we have Kkr = 0.) Recall that a
k
r is surjective by Lemma 2.11. By Lemma
2.10 we see the dimension of Kkr is zero if 0 ≤ k ≤ r − 1, and is
(
2g
2r − k
)
−
(
2g
2r − k − 2
)
if
r ≤ k ≤ 2r. The long exact sequence
· · · → Hkc (Wr \Wr−1)→ H
k(Wr)
akr→ Hk(Wr−1)→ H
k+1
c (Wr \Wr−1)→ · · ·
provides an isomorphism
Hkc (Wr \Wr−1)
∼= Kkr .
By the Poincare´ duality (for the usual cohomology theory), we see hk(Wr\Wr−1) = h
2r−k
c (Wr\
Wr−1). This proves (2.2). We remark that our proof in the case of r = g is basically same
as Nakayashiki’s proof, except that the use of the Hard Lefschetz theorem was avoided in
Lemma 2.11 (see Remark 2.12).
2.6 Proof of (2.3)
According to (2.1), we have an exact sequence of sheaves on W±r :
0 −→ QW±r −→ QW+r ⊕QW−r −→ QWr−1 → 0.
(For simplicity we write QS instead of ι∗QS for a closed immersion ι : S →֒ T.) The long
exact sequence deduced from this implies (again by Lemma 2.11)
Hk(W±r )
∼= Hkr ⊕K
k
r .
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We then consider the long exact sequence
· · · → Hkc (Wr \W
±
r−1)→ H
k(Wr)
fkr→ Hk(W±r−1)→ H
k+1
c (Wr \W
±
r−1)→ · · · .
With respect to the isomorphisms Hk(Wr) ∼= H
k
r and H
k(W±r−1)
∼= Hkr−1⊕K
k
r−1, the map f
k
r
reads as fkr (x) = (a
k
r (x), 0). Therefore we obtain an exact sequence
0→ Kk−1r−1 → H
k
c (Wr \W
±
r−1)→ K
k
r → 0.
In particular, hkc (Wr \W
±
r−1) is
(
2g + 1
2r − k
)
−
(
2g + 1
2r − k − 2
)
if r ≤ k ≤ 2r, and is zero otherwise.
The Poincare´ duality shows hk(Wr \W
±
r−1) = h
2r−k
c (Wr \W
±
r−1). This proves (2.3).
2.7 Proof of (2.4)
The first step is to study the cohomology of W 0+r . The relation (2.1) gives a resolution of the
sheaf QW 0+r :
0→ QW 0+r → QWr ⊕QW+r → QWr−1 ⊕QW+r−1
→ QWr−2 ⊕QW+r−2
→ · · · .
We consider the deduced spectral sequence
Ei,j1 = H
j(Wr−i)⊕H
j(W+r−i)⇒ H
i+j(W 0+r ).
If we identify Ei,j1 with H
j⊕2
r−i , the boundary map d
i,j
1 reads as
Hj⊕2r−i → H
j⊕2
r−i−1 ; (x, y) 7→ (a
j
r−i(x− y), a
j
r−i(x− y)).
Therefore we obtain
Ei,j2 =
{
Hjr ⊕K
j
r (i = 0)
Kjr−i (i > 0)
Since the weight of the Hodge structure on Ei,j2 are different for different j’s by Proposition
2.8, we have the degeneration of the spectral sequence at E2-terms and the decomposition [6]
Hk(W 0+r )
∼= Hkr ⊕
min(k,r)⊕
i=0
Kk−ir−i .
The same formula holds also for Hk(W 0−r ).
The rest of the proof is similar to the previous subsection. By (2.1), we have a long exact
sequence
· · · → Hk(W 0±r )→ H
k(W 0+r )⊕H
k(W−r )→ H
k(W 0−r−1)→ H
k+1(W 0±r )→ · · · ,
and hence an exact sequence
0→
min(k,r)⊕
i=1
Kk−ir−i → H
k(W 0±r )→ H
k
r ⊕K
k⊕2
r ⊕
min(k,r)⊕
i=1
Kk−ir−i → 0.
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We put this description in the long exact sequence
· · · → Hkc (Wr \W
0±
r−1)→ H
k(Wr)
gkr→ Hk(W 0±r−1)→ H
k+1
c (Wr \W
0±
r−1)→ · · · .
Then we get
dimker gkr = dimK
k
r , dim coker g
k
r = 2
min(k,r)∑
i=0
dimKk−ir−i−1,
so hkc (Wr \ W
0±
r−1) = dimker g
k
r + dim coker g
k−1
r can be determined by a straight forward
computation. Now the Poincare´ duality hk(Wr \W
0±
r−1) = h
2r−k
c (Wr \W
0±
r−1) completes the
proof of (2.4). 
3 Mumford system and its variants
3.1 Mumford system
The Mumford system [10] is described by the Lax matrix (1.1) with
u(x) = xg + u1x
g−1 + · · ·+ ug
v(x) = v 3
2
xg−1 + v 5
2
xg−2 + · · ·+ vg+ 1
2
w(x) = xg+1 +w1x
g + · · ·+ wg+1.
(3.1)
The coefficients of these polynomials constitute the phase spaceMg ≃ C
3g+1. We also consider
the space of monic polynomials C[x]monicdeg=2g+1
∼= C2g+1 of degree 2g + 1. We define a map
ψ : Mg → C[x]
monic
deg=2g+1 ; l(x) 7→ u(x)w(x) + v(x)
2. (3.2)
Recall (1.2) that for f(x) = x2g+1 + f1x
2g + · · · + f2g+1 ∈ C[x]
monic
deg=2g+1, the fiber ψ
−1(f) is
denoted by Mg,f . Assume f(x) has no multiple zero, and let X be the hyperelliptic curve X
of genus g defined by y2 = f(x). Let J(X) and Θ be the Jacobi variety of X and its theta
divisor. As mentioned in the introduction, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 [10] Mg,f is isomorphic to J(X) \Θ.
The space Mg is equipped with the structure of a dynamical system by the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.2 ([10] Theorem 3.1) There are the independent and commuting invariant vector
fields D1, . . . ,Dg on Mg given by
D(x2)u(x1) =
u(x1)v(x2)− v(x1)u(x2)
x1 − x2
D(x2)v(x1) =
1
2
(w(x1)u(x2)− u(x1)w(x2)
x1 − x2
− α(x1 + x2)u(x1)u(x2)
)
D(x2)w(x1) =
v(x1)w(x2)− w(x1)v(x2)
x1 − x2
+ α(x1 + x2)v(x1)u(x2)
(3.3)
where D(x) =
∑g
i=1 x
g−iDi, and α(x) = 1.
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To make the notion of the dynamical system clearer, we introduce g times t1, . . . tg given by
∂
∂ti
= Di. The coefficients of u(x)w(x)+ v(x)
2 are the invariants of Di. Thus the vector fields
are well-defined on the level set Mg,f . It is shown in [10] §5 that if f(x) has no multiple zero,
then the flow of Di is linearized on J(X) \Θ.
The map ψ : Mg → C[x]
monic
deg=2g+1 induces an inclusion between their affine rings
A = C[u1, . . . , ug, v 3
2
, . . . , vg+ 1
2
, w1, . . . , wg+1] ←֓ F = C[f1, . . . , f2g+1].
The actions of Di given by (3.3) are naturally extended to A. Let C
1 be the free A-module
with the basis dt1, . . . , dtg, and let C
k = ∧kC1. We define the complex
0 −→ C0
d
−→ C1
d
−→ · · ·
d
−→ Cg−1
d
−→ Cg −→ 0, (3.4)
where the differential d is given by
d =
g∑
i=1
dti ∧Di : C
k → Ck+1. (3.5)
Let f(x) be a monic polynomial of degree 2g+1. We write Af for the affine ring of Mg,f .
Then Af is a quotient ring of A divided by the relation u(x)w(x)+v(x)
2 = f(x). By tensoring
Af over A with (3.4), we get the complex
0 −→ C0f
d
−→ C1f
d
−→ · · ·
d
−→ Cg−1f
d
−→ Cgf −→ 0.
We note that the highest cohomology group of this complex is isomorphic to the space men-
tioned in the introduction
Hg(C∗f ) ≃ Af/
g∑
i=1
DiAf .
Furthermore, when f(x) has no multiple zero we have an isomorphism
Hk(J(X) \Θ,C) ≃ Hk(C∗f )
due to Theorem 3.1 and the algebraic de Rham theorem. This cohomology was computed in
Theorem 2.1.
We define a grading on A by setting deg(∗i) = i for ∗ ∈ {u, v, w}. Then F ⊂ A is a
graded subring and deg(fi) = i. We set deg(Di) = i−
1
2 (note that DiA
(j) ⊂ A(i+j−
1
2
)), and
deg(dti) = −i +
1
2 so that the degree of d is zero. We write A0 for Ax2g+1 = A/
∑2g+1
i=1 fiA,
which becomes a graded ring. Similarly, we write C∗0 for the complex C
∗
x2g+1 . The q-Euler
characteristic of C∗0 is defined to be χq(C
∗
0 ) =
∑g
k=0(−1)
k ch(Ck0 ), where we write ch(O) =∑∞
k=0 q
k dimO(k) for a graded space O = ⊕k≥0O
(k). The notations
[k]q = (1− q
k),
[k]q! =
{
[k]q[k − 1]q · · · [1]q for k ∈ Z>0,
[k]q[k − 1]q · · · [
1
2 ]q for k ∈
1
2 + Z≥0,
are used to state the following result of Nakayashiki-Smirnov.
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Theorem 3.3 ([11] eq. (17,18).)
χq(C
∗
0 ) = (−1)
gq−
1
2
g2 [
1
2 ]q[2g + 1]q!
[g + 12 ]q![g]q![g + 1]q!
q→1
−→ (−1)g
((2g
g
)
−
(
2g
g − 1
))
.
Note that this limit coincides with χ(J(X)\Θ) in Theorem 2.1. This suggests dimHk(C∗0 ) =
dimHk(C∗f ), although we do not even have the finiteness of dimH
k(C∗0 ).
3.2 Even Mumford system
The even Mumford system was first introduced in [17] when g = 2, and generalized to general
g in [8]. This system is described by the Lax matrix l(x) (1.1) where the polynomials u(x), v(x)
and w(x) are set to be
u(x) = xg + u1x
g−1 + · · ·+ ug
v(x) = v2x
g−1 + v3x
g−2 + · · ·+ vg+1
w(x) = xg+2 + w1x
g+1 + · · ·+ wg+2.
The coefficients of these polynomials constitute the phase space M′g ≃ C
3g+2. We consider
the space C[x]monicdeg=2g+2 of monic polynomials of degree 2g + 2. The fiber of the map
M
′
g → C[x]
monic
deg=2g+2 ; l(x) 7→ u(x)w(x) + v(x)
2
over f(x) = x2g+2 + f1x
2g+1 + · · · + f2g+2 ∈ C[x]
monic
deg=2g+2 is denoted by M
′
g,f . Assume f(x)
has no multiple zero, and let X be the hyperelliptic curve of genus g defined by y2 = f(x).
Note that there are two points ∞+,∞− ∈ X above ∞ ∈ P
1. Let J(X) be the Jacobi variety
of X, and let Θ be the theta divisor. We also write Θ′ for the divisor defined in Theorem 2.2.
The affine Jacobi variety J(X) \Θ′ has a matrix realization given by M′g,f :
Theorem 3.4 ([8] Proposition 3.1) M′g,f is isomorphic to J(X) \Θ
′.
Parallel to the Mumford system, we have g commuting invariant vector fields D1, . . . ,Dg
on M′g [8]. Their action is written as (3.3) by using the operator D(x) =
∑g
i=1 x
g−iDi and
α(x) = x+w1 − u1.
We write the affine rings of M′g and C[x]
monic
deg=2g+2 as
A
′ = C[u1, . . . , ug, v2, . . . , vg+1, w1, . . . , wg+2], F
′ = C[f1, . . . , f2g+2].
We introduce a grading on A′ and F′ by setting deg(∗i) = i for ∗ ∈ {u, v, w, f}, which is
compatible with the inclusion F′ ⊂ A′. Based on (3.3), we set deg(Di) = i. We define A
′
f to
be the affine ring of M′g,f , and let A
′
0 = A
′
x2g+2 . We also define complexes C
∗′
f and C
∗′
0 in the
same manner as the previous subsection. Then we have an isomorphism
Hg(C∗
′
f )
∼= A′f/
g∑
i=1
DiA
′
f ,
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which is a motivation for the study of Hk(C∗
′
f ). When f(x) has no multiple zero, Theorem
3.4 gives an isomorphism
Hk(J(X) \Θ′,C) ∼= Hk(C∗
′
f ),
which was computed in Theorem 2.2. On the other hand, the q-Euler characteristic of C∗
′
0
can be computed by using the method of [12] eq. (3.2).
Theorem 3.5 ([14])
χq(C
∗′
0 ) = (−1)
gq−
1
2
g(g+1) [1]q[2g + 2]q!
[g + 1]q![g + 2]q!
q→1
−→ (−1)g
((2g + 1
g
)
−
(
2g + 1
g − 1
))
.
Again this limit coincides with χ(J(X) \Θ′) in Theorem 2.2.
3.3 Hyperelliptic Prym systems
We study two types of hyperelliptic Prym systems introduced in [8]. These systems are
obtained as subsystems of the even Mumford system M′n. We consider two cases, (I) the case
of n = 2g and (II) the case of n = 2g + 1. The Lax matrices for the hyperelliptic Prym
systems are written as (1.1) with the polynomials u(x), v(x) and w(x) given by

u(x) = x2g + u1x
2g−2 + u2x
2g−4 + · · ·+ ug
v(x) = v1x
2g−1 + v2x
2g−3 + · · · + vgx
w(x) = x2g+2 + w1x
2g + w2x
2g−2 + · · ·+ wg+1
for (I),


u(x) = x2g+1 + u1x
2g−1 + u2x
2g−3 + · · ·+ ugx
v(x) = v1x
2g + v2x
2g−2 + · · · + vg+1
w(x) = x2g+3 + w1x
2g+1 + w2x
2g−1 + · · · +wg+1x
for (II).
The coefficients of these polynomials respectively constitute affine spaces P
(I)
g ≃ C3g+1 ⊂M′2g
and P
(II)
g ≃ C3g+2 ⊂M′2g+1. Let f(x) ∈ C[x
2] be of the form
f(x) =
{
x4g+2 + f1x
4g + f2x
4g−2 + · · ·+ f2g+1 for (I),
x4g+4 + f1x
4g+2 + f2x
4g + · · ·+ f2g+2 for (II).
(3.6)
We assume f(x) has no multiple zero, and let X be the hyperelliptic curve defined by y2 =
f(x). There are two points ∞1,∞2 ∈ X above ∞ ∈ P
1, and two points O1, O2 ∈ X above
the point x = 0 on P1. There are two involutions σ and τ on X other than the hyperelliptic
involution ι:
(I) n = 2g (II) n = 2g + 1
ι : (x, y) 7→ (x,−y) (x,−y)
σ : (x, y) 7→ (−x, y) (−x,−y)
τ : (x, y) 7→ (−x,−y) (−x, y)
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We write πσ : X → Xσ = X/σ and πτ : X → Xτ = X/τ for the quotient maps. Note that
Xτ is a hyperelliptic curve of genus g, that O = πτ (O1) = πτ (O2) is a Weierstrass point, and
that ∞+ = πτ (∞1) is conjugate to ∞− = πτ (∞1) under the hyperelliptic involution on Xτ .
We recall that the hyperelliptic Prym variety Prym(X/Xσ) of (X,σ) is a sub abelian
variety of J(X) defined as
Prym(X/Xσ) = {D − σ(D)|D ∈ J(X)}.
The following result was first obtained by Mumford for the (I) case, and by Dalaljan for the
(II) case. See [8] for an unified treatment.
Theorem 3.6 ([8] Theorem 2.5.) The map πτ induces an isomorphism
π∗τ : J(Xτ )→ Prym(X/Xσ) [p] 7→ [π
∗
τ (p)].
Moreover, π∗τ maps J(Xτ ) \Θ
′′ isomorphically onto Prym(X/Xσ) \Θ
′, where Θ′′ is a divisor
defined in Theorem 2.3.
For i = I and II, the level set P
(i)
g,f = {l(x) ∈ P
(i)
g | u(x)w(x)+v(x)2 = f(x)} gives the matrix
realization of the Prym variety:
Theorem 3.7 ([8] Propositions 3.2, 3.3) P
(I)
g,f is isomorphic to Prym(X/Xσ) \Θ
′, and P
(II)
g,f
is isomorphic to a disjoint union of two translates of Prym(X/Xσ) \Θ
′.
The invariant vector fields on P
(I)
g or P
(II)
g are respectively obtained by reducing those on
M′n. The action of the commuting operators D1, . . . ,Dg is written in a common way in both
cases as [8]:
D(x2)u(x1) =
x2u(x1)v(x2)− x1v(x1)u(x2)
x21 − x
2
2
D(x2)v(x1) =
x1
2
(w(x1)u(x2)− u(x1)w(x2)
x21 − x
2
2
− u(x1)u(x2)
)
D(x2)w(x1) =
x1v(x1)w(x2)− x2w(x1)v(x2)
x21 − x
2
2
+ x1v(x1)u(x2),
(3.7)
where
D(x) =


g∑
i=1
x2(g−i)Di for (I),
g∑
i=1
x2(g−i)+1Di for (II).
Starting with the rings
A
(I) = C[u1, . . . , ug, v1, . . . , vg, w1, . . . , wg+1], F
(I) = C[f1, . . . , f2g+1],
A
(II) = C[u1, . . . , ug, v1, . . . , vg+1, w1, . . . , wg+1], F
(II) = C[f1, . . . , f2g+2],
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we define the complexes C∗
′′
, C∗
′′
f , C
∗′′
0 by a similar method as the previous subsections. When
f(x) has no multiple zero, Theorem 3.7 shows that Hk(C∗
′′
f ) is isomorphic to H
k(J(Xτ ) \
Θ′′,C) for (I), and to a direct sum of two copies of Hk(J(Xτ )\Θ
′′,C) for (II). Their dimension
is calculated in Theorem 2.3.
We define the grading on A(I),A(II),F(I) and F(II) by setting deg(∗i) = i for ∗ ∈
{u, v, w, f}. We also define deg(Di) = i based on (3.7). By using [12] eq. (3.2), we can
show the following
Theorem 3.8
χq(C
∗′′
0 ) =


(−1)gq−
1
2
g(g+1) [2g + 1]q!
[g]q ![g + 1]q!
q→1
−→ (−1)g
(
2g + 1
g
)
for (I),
(−1)gq−
1
2
g(g+1) [2g + 2]q!
[g + 1]q![g + 1]q!
q→1
−→ (−1)g
(
2g + 2
g + 1
)
for (II).
Theorems 2.3 and 3.7 show that this limit coincides with the Euler characteristic of the generic
level set in both cases.
4 Noumi-Yamada system at α = 0
4.1 Mumford system and the systems D
(I)
g ,D
(II)
g
We introduce integrable systems D
(I)
g and D
(II)
g motivated by the study [16] on the Noumi-
Yamada systems. We relate these systems to the Mumford system Mg. This relation is
applied in the next two subsections to study the integrability and the solution of the systems
Q
(I)
g and Q
(II)
g which are the α = 0 limit of the Noumi Yamada systems (1.3) and (1.4).
We define the system D
(i)
g for i = I, II with the Lax matrix
T (x) =
(
a(x) b(x)
c(x) d(x)
)
∈M2(C[x]), (4.1)
where

a(x) = a 1
2
xg + a 3
2
xg−1 + · · · + a 2g+1
2
, b(x) = xg + b1x
g−1 + · · ·+ bg,
c(x) = xg+1 + c1x
g + · · · + cg+1, d(x) = a 1
2
xg + d 3
2
xg−1 + · · · + d 2g+1
2
,
for (I),


a(x) = xg+1 + a 1
2
xg + a 3
2
xg−1 + · · ·+ a 2g+1
2
, b(x) = b0x
g + b1x
g−1 + · · ·+ bg,
c(x) = b0x
g+1 + c1x
g + · · ·+ cg+1, d(x) = x
g+1 + a 1
2
xg + d 3
2
xg−1 + · · ·+ d 2g+1
2
,
for (II).
The coefficients of the matrix entries constitute the phase space D
(I)
g ≃ C4g+2 and D
(II)
g ≃
C4g+3.
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Proposition 4.1 On the space D
(i)
g for i = I, II, there are commuting and invariant vector
fields D1, · · · ,Dg defined as
D(x2)a(x1) =
c(x1)b(x2)− b(x1)c(x2)
2(x1 − x2)
−
1
2
b(x1)b(x2)
D(x2)b(x1) =
b(x1)
(
a(x2)− d(x2)
)
−
(
a(x1)− d(x1)
)
b(x2)
2(x1 − x2)
D(x2)c(x1) =
(
a(x1)− d(x1)
)
c(x2)− c(x1)
(
a(x2)− d(x2)
)
2(x1 − x2)
+
1
2
(
a(x1)− d(x1)
)
b(x2)
D(x2)d(x1) =
b(x1)c(x2)− c(x1)b(x2)
2(x1 − x2)
+
1
2
b(x1)b(x2)
(4.2)
where D(x) =
∑g
i=1 x
g−iDi. Especially, in the (II) case b0 is a constant of these vector fields.
Proof. The commutativity of Di’s is proved by [D(x1),D(x2)] = 0 using (4.2). Eqs. (4.2)
also indicate that the spectral curve of T (x) is invariant under the vector fields D1, . . . ,Dg.
Though b0 is not a coefficient of the spectral curve, we see its invariance under the vector
field from the second equation in (4.2). 
Now we relate D
(I)
g to the Mumford system Mg considered in §3.1. The relation is sum-
marized by the commutative diagram
D
(I)
g
Φ
−→ Mg
ψ′ ↓ ↓ψ
C(I)
φ
−→ C[x]monicdeg=2g+1.
(4.3)
We explain each term in the diagram. For each n, we set C[x]deg≤n to be the space of
polynomials in x of degree ≤ n. We define C(I) = C[x]deg≤g ⊕ C[x]
monic
deg=2g+1. The maps
Φ, ψ, ψ′and φ are defined by
Φ :
(
a(x) b(x)
c(x) d(x)
)
7→
(
a(x)−d(x)
2 c(x)
b(x) −a(x)+d(x)2
)
, (4.4)
ψ : l(x) 7→ − det l(x), (4.5)
ψ′ : T (x) 7→ (TrT (x),− detT (x)), (4.6)
φ : (f1(x), f2(x)) 7→ f(x) =
(1
4
f1(x)
2 + f2(x)
)
. (4.7)
The commutativity of the diagram (4.3) is readily seen.
Proposition 4.2 In the diagram (4.3), we have the following:
(i) Via the map Φ, the vector fields (4.2) induce those defined in (3.3). In particular, the
vector fields D1, · · · ,Dg defined in (4.2) are independent.
(ii) Let (f1, f2) ∈ C
(I) and let f = φ(f1, f2). The fiber ψ
′−1(f1, f2) is isomorphic to the fiber
ψ−1(f) = Mg,f .
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Proof. (i) Let L(x) = Φ(T (x)). By using (4.2), we see that the commuting vector fields
generated by D(x) induce the flows on Mg as follows:
D(x2)L(x1)1,1 =
1
2
(L(x1)1,2L(x2)2,1 − L(x1)2,1L(x2)1,2
x1 − x2
− L(x1)2,1L(x2)2,1
)
D(x2)L(x1)2,1 =
L(x1)2,1L(x2)1,1 − L(x1)1,1L(x2)2,1
x1 − x2
D(x2)L(x1)1,2 =
L(x1)1,1L(x2)1,2 − L(x1)1,2L(x2)1,1
x1 − x2
+ L(x1)1,1L(x2)2,1
(4.8)
By reference to (4.4), we see that the above flows induce the same vector field as that generated
by D(x) (3.3).
(ii) By the commutativity of (4.3), the map Φ induces ψ
′−1(f1, f2)→Mg,f . The inverse map
of Φ is given by
l(x) =
(
v(x) w(x)
u(x) −v(x)
)
7→
(
v(x) + 12f1(x) u(x)
w(x) −v(x) + 12f1(x)
)
.  (4.9)
Next we consider the system D
(II)
g . We define C(II) ∼= C3g+3 to be the set of a pair
(f1(x), f2(x)) ∈ C[x]
⊕2 of polynomials of the form
f1(x) = 2x
g+1 + f
(1)
1 x
g + f
(2)
2 x
g−1 + · · ·+ f
(g+1)
1
f2(x) = x
2g+2 + f
(1)
2 x
2g+1 + f
(2)
2 x
2g + · · · + f
(2g+2)
2 .
We construct a commutative diagram similar to (4.3)
D
(II)
g ⊃ {b0 6= 0}
Φ
−→ Mg
ψ′ ↓ ↓ψ
C(II) ⊃ {f
(1)
1 6= f
(1)
2 }
φ
−→ C[x]monicdeg=2g+1.
(4.10)
Here each maps are defined as follows:
Φ :
(
a(x) b(x)
c(x) d(x)
)
7→
1
b0
(
a(x)−d(x)
2 c(x)
b(x) −a(x)+d(x)2
)
,
ψ : l(x) 7→ − det l(x),
ψ′ : T (x) 7→ (TrT (x),det T (x)),
φ : (f1(x), f2(x)) 7→ f(x) =
1
f
(1)
1 − f
(1)
2
(1
4
f1(x)
2 − f2(x)
)
.
Note that Φ : D
(II)
g 99KMg and φ : C
(II)
99K C[x]monicdeg=2g+1 are rational maps regular on open
dense subsets indicated above. The pull-back of f
(1)
1 − f
(1)
2 by ψ
′ is b20.
Proposition 4.3 In the diagram (4.10), we have the following:
(i) Via the map Φ|{b0 6=0}, the vector fields (4.2) induce those defined in (3.3). In particular,
the vector fields D1, · · · ,Dg defined in (4.2) are independent.
(ii) Let (f1(x), f2(x)) ∈ C
(II) be such that f
(1)
1 6= f
(1)
2 , and let f = φ(f1, f2). The fiber
ψ
′−1(f1, f2) is isomorphic to a disjoint union of two copies of ψ
−1(f) = Mg,f .
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Proof. (i) This is seen by the same way as Proposition 4.2 (i).
(ii) We take a complex number b∗0 such that b
∗2
0 = f
(1)
1 − f
(1)
2 . For σ ∈ {+1,−1}, we see that
Ψ maps a subset
ψ
′−1(f1, f2)
σ =
{(a(x) b(x)
c(x) d(x)
)
∈ ψ
′−1(f1, f2) | b0 = σb
∗
0
}
of ψ
′−1(f1, f2) isomorphically onto Mg,f with the inverse map
Mg,f → ψ
′−1(f1, f2)
σ;
(
v(x) w(x)
u(x) −v(x)
)
7→
(
σb∗0v +
1
2f1(x) σb
∗
0u(x)
σb∗0w(x) −σb
∗
0v +
1
2f1(x)
)
.
Since ψ
′−1(f1, f2) is the disjoint union of ψ
′−1(f1, f2)
+1 and ψ
′−1(f1, f2)
−1, the proposition
follows. 
Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 shows that for i = I, II the generic level set of D
(i)
g is isomorphic
to an affine part of an abelian variety of dimension g on which the flows are linearized. Thus
we have shown the following.
Theorem 4.4 Both D
(I)
g and D
(II)
g are algebraically completely integrable.
4.2 Integrability of Q
(I)
g and Q
(II)
g
The works [19, 1, 16] of Veselov-Shabat, Adler and Takasaki give a concrete connection
between the Noumi-Yamada systems (1.3) (1.4) and the system D
(i)
g studied in the previous
subsection. We explain how these results imply the integrability of (1.3) (1.4) at α = 0.
We begin with the Lax equation [19, 1]:
∂lk(x)
∂t
= mk+1(x+ ek − ek+1) lk(x)− lk(x)mk(x) (4.11)
where
lk(x) =
(
qˇk 1
x+ qˇ2k qˇk
)
, mk(x) =
(
0 1
x+ qˇ2k − ˙ˇqk 0
)
,
for k = 1, . . . , N . Here we fix the parameters e1, . . . , eN , and set the periodicity qˇk+N = qˇk
and ek+N = ek. The Lax form (4.11) gives the evolution equation for qˇk called the dressing
chain:
∂qˇk
∂t
+
∂qˇk+1
∂t
= qˇ2k+1 − qˇ
2
k + ek − ek+1. (4.12)
According to the periodicity N = 2g + 1 and N = 2g + 2, this is transformed into the α = 0
limit of the Noumi-Yamada system of A
(1)
2g -type (1.3) and A
(1)
2g+1-type (1.4) by the variable
transformation qk = qˇk + qˇk+1. This variable transformation gives an isomorphism between
the phase spaces {(qˇ1, qˇ2, . . . , qˇN )} and
Q
(I)
g = {q = (q1, . . . , q2g+1)} for N = 2g + 1,
Q
(II)
g = {q = (q1, . . . , q2g+2) |
g+1∑
k=1
q2k =
g+1∑
k=1
q2k−1} for N = 2g + 2.
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Remark that an additional condition is required in the N = 2g + 2 case. We also use the
notations Q
(I)
g and Q
(II)
g to denote the systems themselves.
We consider a diagram
Q
(i)
g
Λ
−→ D
(i)
g
ψ′′ ↓ ↓ψ′
Cg+1
λ
−→ C(i)
(4.13)
for i = I, II. The map Λ is given by
(q1, . . . , qN ) 7→ T (x) = lN (x− eN )lN−1(x− eN−1) · · · l1(x− e1), (4.14)
depending on e1, . . . , eN . The map ψ
′′ is given by
q = (q1, · · · , qN ) 7→ h = (h 1
2
, h 3
2
, . . . , hg+ 1
2
),
whereTrΛ(q) =
{
h 1
2
xg + h 3
2
xg−1 + · · ·+ hg+ 1
2
for (I),
2xg+1 + h 1
2
xg + h 3
2
xg−1 + · · ·+ hg+ 1
2
for (II).
The map λ is defined with ek’s so that the diagram is commutative:
(h 1
2
, h 3
2
, . . . , hg+ 1
2
) 7→
{
(h 1
2
xg + h 3
2
xg−1 + · · ·+ hg+ 1
2
,
∏2g+1
k=1 (x− ek)) for (I),
(2xg+1 + h 1
2
xg + h 3
2
xg−1 + · · ·+ hg+ 1
2
, −
∏2g+2
k=1 (x− ek)) for (II).
In [19, 16], the g commuting Hamiltonian vector fields on Q
(i)
g are constructed, and their
push-forward by Λ are shown to coincide with the vector fields D1, . . . ,Dg on D
(i)
g defined
in (4.2). (The push-forward of the vector field given by (1.3) and (1.4) is D1.) Moreover,
Takasaki’s detailed study [16] on the map Λ shows the following. (The inverse of ψ
′′−1(h)→
ψ
′−1(λ(h)) is explicitly given by the map γ2 in [16] eq. (6.34). )
Proposition 4.5 In the diagram (4.13), Λ induces an isomorphism ψ
′′−1(h)
∼
→ ψ
′−1(λ(h))
for any h ∈ Cg+1.
By Proposition 4.5, the integrability of the systems D
(i)
g shown in Theorem 4.4 comes to
Q
(i)
g for i = I and II.
Theorem 4.6 Both Q
(I)
g and Q
(II)
g are algebraically completely integrable. In particular,
(i) the generic level set of Q
(I)
g is isomorphic to the affine Jacobi variety J(X) \Θ.
(ii) The generic level set of Q
(II)
g is isomorphic to the disjoint union of two copies of J(X)\Θ.
4.3 Solution of Q
(I)
g and Q
(II)
g
In the previous subsection, we have seen the integrability of Q
(I)
g and Q
(II)
g . Actually, we are
in a far better position to deal with the solutions. Our knowledge about the Mumford system
is not just that it is integrable: the solutions can be explicitly written in terms of the theta
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functions, at least for the coefficients of u(x) [10]. (See also Appendix A.) This description,
together with Proposition 4.2 enables us to write the time evolution of qi of the systems Q
(I)
g
and Q
(II)
g as an algebraic function of the theta functions. As a related work, we cite [19] where
the real solution for the dressing chain (4.12) is discussed.
Let us see what happens in the cases of g = 1. The level set of the Mumford system Mg,f
is the fiber of ψ (3.2) over
f(x) = x3 + f1x
2 + f2x+ f3.
We assume f(x) has no multiple zero, and let X be the elliptic curve defined by y2 = f(x).
Let w1 and w2 be the periods of the associated ℘-function. Recall that on the tangent space
of M1,f we have one-dimensional vector field
∂
∂t1
. By working with the description of u1 in
terms of the theta functions (A.1), we obtain u1 and v 3
2
in terms of the Weiestraß ℘-function:
u1 = −℘(
t1 + τ
2
), v 3
2
= −
∂
∂t1
℘(
t1 + τ
2
). (4.15)
Here τ is a constant which is uniquely determined by the initial data q|t1=0 ∈ Q
(i)
1 for i = I, II.
In the following we write ℘ = ℘( t1+τ2 ) and ∂t1℘ =
∂
∂t1
℘.
Solution of Q
(I)
1 : We have three dynamical variables q1, q2 and q3. We fix the integrals of
motion h 1
2
, h 3
2
and the parameters e1, e2, e3. Then the curve X is determined by
f(x) =
1
4
(h 1
2
x+ h 3
2
)2 + (x− e1)(x− e2)(x− e3).
The map ψ
′′
and the isomorphism ψ
′′−1(h) ≃ M1,f induced by Φ ◦ Λ give the following
relations (see the diagrams (4.3) and (4.13)):
h 1
2
= q1 + q2 + q3,
u1 = −e2 + q1q2, v 3
2
= −q2(u1 + e1) +
1
2
(h 1
2
u1 − h 3
2
).
(4.16)
The relations (4.15) and (4.16) explicitly give the solution of qi’s as functions of t1:
q1(t1) =
−∂t1℘+ h 1
2
℘+ h 3
2
2(℘− e1)
, q2(t1) = −
2(℘− e1)(℘− e2)
−∂t1℘+ h 1
2
℘+ h 3
2
,
q3(t1) = −
h 1
2
e1 + h 3
2
℘− e1
+
2(℘− e2)(e3 − e1)
−∂t1℘+ h 1
2
℘+ h 3
2
.
Here τ is uniquely determined by the initial data q|t1=0 = (q1(0), q2(0), q3(0)).
Solution of Q
(II)
1 : In this case we have four dynamical variables q1, . . . , q4. We fix the integrals
of motion b0, h 1
2
and h 3
2
, and four parameters e1, . . . , e4. Then the curve X is determined by
f(x) =
1
b20
(1
4
(2x2 + h 1
2
x+ h 3
2
)2 − (x− e1)(x− e2)(x− e3)(x− e4)
)
,
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which turns out to be a monic cubic polynomial of x. The composition Φ ◦ Λ of maps in the
diagrams (4.10) and (4.13) induces the following relations
b0 = q1 + q3 = q2 + q4,
u1 =
1
b0
(−e2q3 − e3q1 + q1q2q3), v 3
2
=
1
b0
(
u1(e3 − q2q3) +
1
2
(h 1
2
u1 − h 3
2
)
)
.
(4.17)
The relations (4.15) and (4.17) explicitly give the solution for qi’s as
q1(t1) =
2℘b0(e2 − ℘)
2e2℘− 2b0℘′ + ℘h 1
2
+ h 3
2
,
q2(t1) =
(2e2℘− 2b0℘
′ + ℘h 1
2
+ h 3
2
)(2e3℘− 2b0℘
′ + ℘h 1
2
+ h 3
2
)
2℘b0(−2b0℘′ + 2℘2 + ℘h 1
2
+ h 3
2
)
,
q3(t1) = b0 − q1(t1), q4(t1) = b0 − q2(t1).
Here τ is determined by q|t1=0 as the (I) case.
In general g case, we fix ei’s and a fiber of ψ
′′ over Cg+1, and let X be the hyperelliptic
curve given by
y2 = f(x) =


1
4
(h 1
2
xg + · · ·+ hg+ 1
2
)2 +
2g+1∏
i=1
(x− ei) for (I),
1
b20
(1
4
(2xg+1 + h 1
2
xg + · · ·+ hg+ 1
2
)2 −
2g+2∏
i=1
(x− ei)
)
for (II).
By making use of the birational map Φ ◦ Λ and the description of ui in terms of the theta
functions (A.1), we can obtain an explicit description of the solution for Q
(I)
g and Q
(II)
g .
Appendix A Theta functions
Following [10] we first recall the definition and some properties for the theta functions. Let
X be a smooth hyperelliptic curve of genus g given by y2 = f(x) in §3.1. Let a1, a2, . . . , a2g+1
and ∞ be the branch points, and let B = {1, 2, . . . , 2g + 1}. The theta function θ(~z,Ω) of
integer characteristics is defined as
θ(~z,Ω) =
∑
~n∈Zg
exp(πit~nΩ~n+ 2πit~n · ~z),
where ~n and ~z are column vectors whose length are g, and Ω is the g by g period matrix of X.
Especially ~z gives the coordinate on J(X) ≃ Cg/(Z+ΩZ). The theta functions with rational
characteristics is
θ
[~a
~b
]
(~z) = exp
(
πit~aΩ~a+ 2πit~a · (~z +~b)
)
· θ(~z +Ω~a+~b,Ω), ~a, ~b ∈ Qg.
Each branch point ak is related to one of the half periods of J(X) by the integration of the
holomorphic one-forms on X as
∫ ak
∞ ~w = Ω~ηk + ~η
′
k for k ∈ B. Let ∆ be a summation of the
half periods
∑g+1
k=1
(
Ω~η2k−1 + ~η
′
2k−1
)
.
We introduce an important identity for the theta functions:
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Proposition A.1 ([10] Corollary 7.5) There exists a subset V of B of cardinal g + 1 such
that the functions on J(X)
λk(~z) =
(θ[~ηk~η′k
]
(0) θ
[~ηk
~η′k
]
(~z + ~∆)
θ(0) θ(~z + ~∆)
)2
, for k ∈ V,
satisfy
∑
k∈V
λk(~z) = 1.
Let ξ be the isomorphism of Theorem 3.1 ξ : Mg,f
∼
→ J(X) \Θ; l(x) 7→ ~z. The following
theorem describes u(x) explicitly in terms of ~z:
Theorem A.2 ([10] §5 Theorem 5.3, Proposition 5.10) (i) Let V be the subset of B defined
in Proposition A.1. For each element l(x) of Mg,f such that ξ(l(x)) = ~z, the coefficients of
u(x) = u(~z)(x) are written as
u(x) =
∑
k∈V
(
λk(~z)
∏
j∈V,j 6=k
(x− x(aj))
)
, (A.1)
Here x(aj) denotes the x-coordinate of the branch point aj.
(ii) The coordinate on J(X) given by ~z = (z1, . . . , zg) linearizes the vector field D(x) (3.3),
namely we can write each Di =
∂
∂ti
as a linear combination of ∂∂zi .
Note that the r. h. s. of (A.1) becomes monic in x due to Proposition A.1.
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